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Abstract. In recent years, people-centric sensing networks have attracted much 
research effort. To date, there are still some significant security and privacy 
challenges in people-centric sensing networks. In this paper, we focus on the 
private data sharing and protection in people-centric sensing networks. First, we 
formalize the network model with relay nodes which improves the data for-
warding efficiency of networks. Second, we propose a novel Attribute based 
Private data sharing protocol in People-centric sensing networks (APP). Rely-
ing on the technology of ciphertext policy attribute based encryption, our APP 
protocol can protect the privacy and integrity with efficient approaches of  
authentication, encryption, transmission and decryption. Also, we propose an 
associative data indexing scheme to improve the private data sharing perfor-
mance. Finally, we discuss the performance evaluation of APP protocol in  
detail and find that it can achieve much better efficiency. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, people-centric sensing networks, such as BikeNet [1], CitySense [2], 
have been subject to extensive research efforts. Unlike traditional sensor networks 
where humans are passive data consumers that interact with physically embedded 
static sensors, people-centric sensing networks allow people to collect, store, process, 
or share information with friends by carrying mobile sensing devices [3]. Nowadays, 
with the widely used popular consumer electronics like PDAs and mobile phones, the 
people-centric sensor networking issues have attracted a lot of research efforts (such 
as [4], [5]). 

In a people-centric sensing network, humans, rather than physical devices, are the 
focal point of the processed sensor-based information. With the ubiquitous devices, 
people can gather, analyze, and share targeted information about their daily life pat-
terns and activities like [6]. 
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While it brings forth an amazing domain of new applica-tions (such as the Metro-
Sense Project [7], the UCLA Urban Sensing Project [8], the CitySense Project [9] and 
so on), there are still some significant security and privacy challeng-es in people-
centric sensing networks[10] [11]. 

1.1 Secutrity and Privacy Challenges 

Since sensor devices carried by people are highly mobile, the topology of the network 
is not fixed at all. The research about people-centric sensing inspires some new archi-
tectures and applications, such as [12], [13]. The private data is gathered and transmit-
ted frequently among the sensor nodes and strong cryptographic techniques should be 
employed [14] [15]. The existing security approaches with fixed topologies cannot be 
employed in people-centric network at all [16] [17] [18] [19]. 

• Privacy 

The people-centric sensing applications entail unrestricted dissemination of consum-
ers’ sensor data. Users have to control who can access information about their private 
data. Critical access controlling and cryptography technologies should be employed. 

• Integrity 

Generally, a people-centric sensing system provides anonymity to those nodes that are 
tasked. It’s difficult to guarantee the integrity of information. If a user falsifies data, 
it’s hard to trace the misbehaving. It’s always a major challenge to find an approach 
that balances privacy with data integrity. 

In people-centric sensing networks, we can provide the security protections by en-
crypting data with different keys when users want to share the private information 
with others.  

• Symmetric key encryption 

In symmetric key encryption, consumers have to discuss a uniform key before they 
share private data. In an people-centric sensing network, the sensor devices are not 
approached to each other all the time. Key distribution and management is really very 
hard when somebody wants to send messages. 

• Conventional public key encryption 

In conventional public key encryption like RSA, an encryption key and a decryption 
key are used. One should know the public key before data sharing. The storage of 
public keys and communication cost both are considerable critical when sensor nodes 
have to share data with many other nodes. Also, this will lead to similar key manage-
ment problems as symmetric key encryption. 

• Identity based encryption 

Identity based encryption (IBE) is a form of asymmetric cryptography [20] [21]. Un-
like RSA, IBE has simplified key generation and management approaches. Generally, 
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the public keys are generated from identity strings and only the CA or PKG (private 
key generator) can create the private keys to decrypt the data. When the sensor node 
wants to share data with others, it doesn’t have to store many public keys [22]. How-
ever, when somebody wants to share data with many friends, he has to encrypt the 
same data for many copies with different public keys. 

• Ciphertext policy attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) 

CP-ABE [23] is type of public-key encryption. In CP-ABE scenario, users’ private 
keys are associated with sets of attributes. A user can encrypt a data with a specific 
access policy, defining types of receivers who will be able to decrypt the ciphertext. 
Users post sets of attributes to obtain their corresponding secret keys from the third 
party, private key generator. The decryption of a ciphertext is possible only if the set 
of attributes of the secret key satisfies the access policy associated to the ciphertext. 

In this paper, we focus on designing a high security and private protection protocol 
based on CP-ABE to solve the privacy and integrity challenges in people-centric sens-
ing networks. 

1.2 Our Contributions 

Based on the above observations, in this paper, we propose a novel Attribute based 
Privacy aware data sharing protocol in People centric sensing networks (APP). Based 
on CP-ABE, the proposed APP protocol provides outstanding security and privacy 
protections in people-centric sensing networks. Specifically, the contributions of this 
paper are threefold. 

First, we heuristically propose the people-centric sensing network model with relay 
nodes. Since data is forwarded in an opportunistic way in people-centric networks, 
relay nodes can improve the data forwarding efficiency of networks. 

Second, we propose the APP protocol, an attribute based privacy aware data shar-
ing protocol in people centric sensing network. With relay nodes, APP protocol can 
achieve high transmission efficiency. In addition, APP can also resist most existing 
security threads in people-centric sensing networks, such as data analysis attack, trac-
ing attack and so on. 

Third, we give the security analysis and the performance evaluation with commer-
cial ARM experimental platform. The experimental results show that our APP proto-
col performs reasonable performance. 

The rest of the paper is as follows. We give the brief introduction to CP-ABE in 
Section 2. In section 3, we formalize the people-centric sensing network and thread 
models and identify our design goal. Then, we present the APP protocol in Section 4. 
Security analysis is given in Section 5, followed by the experimental results and per-
formance evaluations in Section 6. Conclusion can be found in Section 7. 

2 Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption 

Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) was proposed by Bethen-
court et al. in 2007 [23]. In CP-ABE, a set of attributes defines a user and access  
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policy defines which ciphertext an authorized user is able to decrypt. Private Key 
Generator (PKG), a trusted third party handles the issuance of private keys. 

CP-ABE uses a Bilinear Map system to achieve its security goals. In this section, 
we will give the brief introduction to bilinear maps and show the algorithm of CP-
ABE scheme. 

2.1 Bilinear Maps 

In this part, we present a few facts associated to groups with bilinear maps. 
Given two multiplicative cyclic groups 0G , 1G  and a generator g  for 1G , a Bi-

linear map e  can be defined as 0 0 1:e G G G× →   [24]. The bilinear map e satis-

fies two properties: 

• Non-degeneracy: ( , ) 1e g g ≠ . 

• Bilinearity: ( , ) ( , )a b abe u v e u v=  for all 0,u v G∈  and , Z pa b ∈ . 

If the group operations in 0G  and the bilinear map ( , ) ( , )a b abe u v e u v= are 

both efficiently computable, 0G  is a bilinear group and e  is symmetric since 

( , ) ( , )a b b ae g g e g g= . 

2.2 The CP-ABE Scheme 

The CP-ABE scheme consists of five functions [23] [25]. 

• Setup The Setup function will choose a random bilinear group 0G  of prime order 

p  and generator g . The function will return a master key ( , )gαβ  and a pub-

lic key 0PK G= , g , h g β= , 1/f g β= , ( , )e g g α with two random expo-

nents , Z pα β ∈ . 

• Encrpyt( PK , M ,τ ) This function encrypts a message M  with the public key 
PK and the access policy τ . 

• KeyGen( MK , S ) This function generate a user private key with the master key 

MK and an attribute set S . 

• Decrypt( CT , SK , x ) This function is used to extract the secret message asso-

ciated with the file CT with a private key SK and a node x  which comes from 
access policy treeτ . 

• Delegate( SK , 'S ) This function enables a user to delegate some or all privileges 

to another user with his own private key SK . 
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3 Models and Design Goal 

In this section, we formalize the people-centric sensing network model with relay 
nodes. Then, we give the threat model and our design goal. 

3.1 The People-Centric Network Model With Relay Nodes 

With relay nodes, people-centric networks can achieve high transmission efficiency. 
Such networks are characterized by five kinds of network roles and each kind of 
which has unique characteristics. The network model is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The people-centric network model with relay nodes 

• Certificate Authority (CA): Every sensing node must be registered in CA if it’s first 
time to access to the people-centric sensing network. CA publishes the public key 
which is used to encrypt private data. CA can produce the private key with a set of 
attribute posted by the requester. In this paper, we assume that all information ex-
change on the internet between CA and consumers uses conventional protocols 
such as SSL. 

• Data Service Center (DSC): DSC is isolated with the CA and there are no users’ 
private keys stored in DSC. All data stored in DSC is encrypted. We assume that 
the DSC is honest. It will not modify or delete users’ data and it will never under-
stand the context of private data. 

• Sender: Sender is a sensing node that wants to share private data with others. All 
private data should be encrypted with a self-defined access policy before trans-
ferred. If the destination node is nearby, the private data will be sent to it directly. 
Otherwise, the data will be sent to the DSC when the sender node can connect to 
the DSC server. If can’t, the data will be stored in local and transferred to neighbor 
nodes when it can connect to. 
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• Relay: Relay is a sensing node that is not the destination node but can forward the 
encrypted data to other nodes. Similar with a sender node, relay will send data to 
DSC when it can connect to the server. Otherwise, it will gather the encrypted data 
and transfer it to other nodes when it can connect to. 

• Receiver: Receiver is the destination of the sender node. In order to gain the pri-
vate data from sender, receiver posts a query request to the DSC server and gains 
data from DSC. Receiver tries to decrypt data with its own private key. If receiver 
gathers data from other nodes is exactly the wishing data, it won’t send it to DSC 
again. 

3.2 Assumptions 

In our people-centric sensing network model, we assume that only CA can generate 
private keys used for decrypting data. DSC is honest and won’t delete and modify 
users’ data. Sensing nodes cannot create the secret keys needed to decrypt the mes-
sage. We assume that PK is the public key and SK is the private key. Users can obtain 
the master public key PK and their own private keys preliminary. The communication 
between CA and users employs security protocols like SSL. 

3.3 Threat Model 

In our threat model, CA and DSC are trustable and honest. However, the sensing 
nodes are honest but may be curious. 

In specific, we consider the adversary can perform the following attacks to subvert 
privacy and security. 

• Eavesdropping Attack: After eavesdropping a packet, the adversary tries to recover 
the private data and identify the source node. 

• Obfuscation Attack: The adversary may swap data from different packets to con-
fuse the receiver nodes. 

• Tracing Attack: The adversary eavesdrops the transmission of a single packet and 
tries to trace the source and destination locations. 

• Matching Attack: The adversary may try to generate many keys and encrypt all 
possible values using different keys to determine whether there is a match for the 
packet that he eavesdrops. 

3.4 Design Goal 

Our design goal in this paper is to develop an attribute based privacy aware data shar-
ing protocol in people centric sensing network. Specifically, we focus on the follow-
ing two desirable objectives. 

• Resisting privacy-related attacks in people-centric sensing networks. In people-
centric sensing networks, the collected and delivered data is usually associated to 
users’ private information. Therefore, the users’ privacy must be protected in order 
for people-centric sensing networks wide acceptance to the public. 
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• Achieving effectively private data sharing performance. When users want to share 
private data with friends, we can encrypt data with different keys for each node. 
This will cost much computational resource and transmission overhead. Therefore, 
we must improve the private data sharing performance. 

4 Proposed APP Protocol 

Security and privacy challenges have been discussed in Section 1. In this section, we 
present our attribute based privacy aware data sharing protocol in people centric sens-
ing network (APP). APP protocol is based on CP-ABE which has been introduced in 
Section 2. The security assumptions are shown in Section 3.B. 

APP protocol consists of the following four phases: First is the initialization phase 
where the consumer first joins in the network. Second is the data collection phase, 
which outlines how sensing nodes encrypt the private data. Following is the data deli-
very phase that describes how a sensing node transfers data to DSC or to a neighbor 
node. Finally, the data retrieve phase occurs when a receiver node needs to obtain 
data from DSC. In APP protocol, users should be authenticated with each other first 
before their communication. 

We first describe the authentication approach employed in APP protocol and then 
delve into the details of our protocol. 

 
Algorithm 1. Authentication between nodes 
1. Each node (Alice and Bob) derives a random number N and string Au which is part of 

its own attribute set S. 
2. Alice generates string m1 = (N | Au-Bob) and Bob generates string m2 = (N | Au-

Alice). 
3. Alice calculates c1 = Encrypt(m1,SKAlice) and sends it to Bob. 
4. Bob calculates Decrypt(c1, Au-Alice) to gain N and Au-Bob. If Au-Bob is incorrect, 

the authentication will break down. If not, go to step 5. 
5. Bob calculates c2 = Encrypt(m2,SKBob) and sends it to Alice. 
6. Alice calculates Decrypt(c2, Au-Bob) to gain N and Au-Alice. If Au-Alice or N is 

incorrect, the authentication will break down. If not, authentication accom-
plished.

4.1 Authentication 

The authentication algorithm employs when the sensing nodes (Alice and Bob) need 
to communicate with each other. When a sensing node accesses to the DSC server, 
authentication also should be employed. 

4.2 Description of the APP Protocol 

1) System Initialization 
Based on the system requirements, the following steps should be performed to boot-
strap the whole system. 
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• CA first chooses a random bilinear group 0G  of prime order p  and generator 

g , and two random exponents , Z pα β ∈ . Then CA gains a master key 

: ( , )MK gαβ and a public key
0PK G= , g , h g β= , 1/f g β= , ( , )e g g α . 

• Each user 1 2{ , , }iu U u u∈ =   announces the attribute set iS . The user iu  

registers in CA with his attribute set. 

• CA generates the private key iSK  with iS  and MK . Then, CA pushes the 

private and public keys to the registered user back. 

2) Data collection 
  

Algorithm 2. Encrypting data by sender nodes 
1. Sender node generates a random number N and string Au which is part of its 

own attribute set S. 
2. Sender node defines access policy τ. 
3. Calculate m1 = (N | Au), m2 = (N | data). 
4. Calculate c1 = Encrypt(PK,m1, τ). 
5. Calculate c2 = Encrypt(PK,m2, τ).

 
The tuple (c1, c2) is then stored in the sender node memory. Note that the access 

policy τ allows the receiver and himself to decrypt the data. Such policy avoids data 
duplicate delivering in a loop between nodes. 

 
3) Data delivery 
In APP scheme, sensing nodes will deliver its data to DSC first when it wants to share 
data with others. If the node cannot reach to the DSC server, it will deliver its data to 
neighbor nodes. 
 
4) Data retrieve 

 
Algorithm 3. Data retrieve by receiver nodes 
1. Calculate Decrypt(c1,SK), get N1 and Au. 
2. Calculate Decrypt(c2,SK), get N2 and data. 
3. if N1 equals N2 then  
4.     receiver accepts Au and data 
5. else 
6.     Drop data. 
7. end if
 
The sensing node will request data from the DSC periodically when connecting to 

the DSC server. If the sensing node cannot connect to DSC server, it receives data 
from relay or sender nodes. 

When the data has been gathered in the receiver sensing nodes, the algorithm 3 
will be conducted to retrieve data. 
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Since all private data is encrypted, the DSC cannot return specific encrypted data 
packets associated with users. The DSC server can return c1s for the receiver node 
first. The sensing node tries to decrypt c1s first and decides whether to accept the 
private data from users with attribute Au. Since the length of c1 is much shorter than 
that of c2, this approach can improve efficiency and reduce the communication time. 
Since the DSC server understands nothing about the context of the tuples, it’s unable 
to index any of tuples. This feature protects the privacy of the sharing data. 

4.3 Query Improvement 

In APP protocol, the receiver node has to query all the encrypted tuples in DSC in 
order to gain the shared private data. Assuming there are n tuples in DSC, the receiver 
node will cost O(n) time to decrypt the c1s to determine which tuple should be ac-
cepted. We define this produce as Query. 

When there are amounts of tuples in DSC, the APP protocol will achieve poor per-
formance. The poor performance is because the DSC server is unable to index any of 
the tuples. Since the DSC server learns nothing from the encrypted tuples. For in-
stance, consider that the sender node may want to share amounts of private data with 
receiver nodes. The sender node will encrypt data with the same access policy. We 
can achieve reasonable performance if the index is constructed. 

In order to improve the query performance, we propose the Associative Data Index 
and query scheme (ADI). The ADI scheme consists of the following two produces. 

 
1) Associative data indexing 

• Suppose that the sender node encrypts amounts of private data with access policy 
tree τ and gains the tuples {(c1, c2)1, (c1, c2)2, ···, (c1, c2)k}. 

• The sender node calculates the message 
2 1 2( | | | | )km N p p p=  , where 

, (1 )ip i k≤ ≤  means the index pointing to (c1, c2)i. 

• The sender node calculates 
2 3( , , )c Encrypt PK m τ= . 

2) Querying 

• The receiver node query c1s from the DSC server. 
• If the receiver node decrypts data and gains the index mes-

sage
1 2( | | | | )kN p p p , it will drop all the other tuples which are not associated 

with the index data. 

With ADI scheme, we can reasonably improve the query performance. Since DSC 
learns nothing about the tuples, ADI improves the query performance and also pro-
tects the privacy of users. 
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5 Security Analysis 

In this part, we give the security analysis of our proposed APP protocols. In our secu-
rity protocol, we assume that CA and DSC are honest. We assume that the private key 
distribution is security when SSL or other security protocols employed. 

• Resilience to Eavesdropping Attack 

In the proposed APP protocol, the sender node has encrypted private data into a tuple 
(c1, c2). The adversary eavesdrops the tuple (c1, c2) during the secret message deliver-
ing to the DSC server or to neighbor nodes. If the adversary is able to recovery the 
original data after gathering amounts of tuples, he will be success in his attack. The 
adversary will learn nothing from the ciphertext without the destination node’s private 
key. Therefore, the proposed APP protocol can resist the eavesdropping attack. 

• Resilience to Obfuscation Attack 

Considering that, a curious relay node can gain encrypted tuples from different com-
munication links. It may swap the c2s from different tuples to confuse the receiver 
node. 

Notice that in an encrypted tuple, it embeds the same random number N in both c1 
and c2. The receiver node accepts the data in c2 only if both random numbers match. 
Therefore, the proposed APP protocol can resist the obfuscation attack. 

• Resilience to Tracing Attack 

First, the destination node information is encrypted in each tuple with access policy τ. 
The ciphertext can be decrypted only if the private key SK satisfies τ. The adversary 
can learn nothing about the destination and can’t generate the private keys. 

 

Fig. 2. The nodes play as mixed roles in people-centric sensing network 
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Second, every sensing node in people-centric sensing network plays the sender, re-
lay and receiver role at the same time. As it shown in Fig. 2, the sensing node D plays 
the relay role to node A and C, the sender role to node B and the receiver role to 
DSC. The adversary can’t distinguish where the data really comes from and where is 
going to. 

By summarizing the above, the proposed APP protocol can resist tracing attack. 

• Resilience to Matching Attack 

The adversary may try to generate many public keys and access policies, and encrypt 
all possible values using different public keys and policies to determine whether there 
is a match for the tuple (c1, c2). Since the sharing private data is various (such as mes-
sages and photographs), and every encrypted tuple uses a random number, the tuples 
will be quite different even using the same public key, same access policy and by the 
same sender. 

Relying on CP-ABE, our proposed APP protocol can protect the privacy and  
integrity with efficiently authentication, encryption, transmission and decryption  
approaches. 

6 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed APP protocol. The perfor-
mance evaluation metrics are key generation time, encryption time, data transmission 
overhead and decryption time. The data transmission overhead is defined as the in-
creased data size after encrypted private data with different access policies. In addition, 
following the earlier design goal, we analyze the private data sharing performance. 

In APP protocol, we employ the CP-ABE toolkit [25] on commercial ARM expe-
rimental platforms (S3C6410, 667MHz, ARM 11 Series (1176) [26]). 

 

Fig. 3. Key generation time with different attribute scales 
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6.1 Key Generation Time 

All private keys are produced by CA. We use personal computer as CA server (1GB, 
Intel i5@2.5GHz) and test the private key generation time with different scales of 
attributes. The result is shown in Fig. 3. 

As it shown in Fig. 3, it will cost more time to generate a private key with a larger 
attribute scale. For example, it costs 0.3401 second to generate the private key with 
only one attribute while 3.4234 second with sixty-four attributes. The attribute scale 
should be balanced between security demands and key generation time. 

6.2 Encryption Time 

Encrypting data with different access policies will lead to different time overhead. In 
CP-ABE scheme, access policy is a ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ tree structure [23]. Leaf nodes 
are the certain access requirements. We measured the encryption efficiency of CP-
ABE with different leaf scales and fixed data size (1KB). As is shown in Fig. 4, criti-
cal access policy will lead to much encryption overhead. 

 

Fig. 4. Encryption time with different access leaf scales and fixed data size (1KB) 

6.3 Data Transmission Overhead 

In APP, data transmission overhead mainly means the encrypted data size. We con-
duct experiment with different access policies and different data sizes and find that 
the increased encrypted size only associated to access policies. The experiment result 
is shown in Fig. 5. For example, the increased data size is 9532 bytes when we want 
to share private data with friends with a certain 32 leaf nodes access policy. The in-
creased data size has less relationship with original data size. Therefore, the access 
policies should be balanced between the increased data size, the encryption time and 
security demands. 
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Fig. 5. The increased data size with different leaf nodes scales 

6.4 Decryption Time 

The decryption phase greatly affects the APP protocol performance. Since the receiv-
er has to query all the encrypted tuples in DSC to gain the shared private data. 

We measure decryption time for one receiver node by amount of times and find 
that it costs about 0.20 second per leaf node to decrypt the private data. 

6.5 Query Performance 

Assuming that there are amounts of tuples in DSC, and about 5% of the tuples are desired 
to share with the receiver node R. The average query performance is shown in Fig. 6. 
 

 

Fig. 6. The query performance with ADI scheme 
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For example, without ADI scheme, the receiver node has to query about 12000 tuples in 
total. It’s only about 5700 tuples will be queried with ADI. The ADI scheme reasonably 
improves our APP protocol performance. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented a novel Attribute based Privacy aware data sharing proto-
col in People centric sensing networks (APP). Relying on the CP-ABE scheme, our APP 
protocol can protect the privacy and integrity with efficiently authentication, encryption, 
transmission and decryption approaches. With Associative Data Index and query scheme 
(ADI), our proposed APP protocol achieves effectively performance for private data shar-
ing. We discussed the performance evaluation of APP protocol in detail and found that it 
can achieve much better efficiency with well-designed index schemes. 
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